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Letter FROM THE Executive Director
Dear Rice International Students & Scholars,
Our office is buzzing with a lot of action, with so many new and returning
internationals. We are so happy to see you, and hear about your summers, with family,
friends, internships and great experiences. We were very busy throughout the summer
with lots of activities and work. We are happy to do what we can to serve you this new
academic year, and hope you will set up an appointment to meet an OISS advisor, if we
can be of help.
I think often about how talented you, our international students and scholars, are. . .
the best around the globe. As a result of years of hard work, great effort, and focused development of your
field of expertise, you are here with us at Rice as a special international student or scholar. You continue to
grow and perfect the technical side of your academic and research pursuits.
However, don’t forget to always continue to enhance your “soft skills” as well. For some, this is easy and
natural. However, others may neglect to improve their soft skills at times.
What are some ways I can further develop my soft skills while at Rice?
 Attend one of the OISS’ five English & Culture Classes. Use what you learn,

such as practicing using idioms and slang phrases.

 Ask questions about the interests of those in your classes, labs, dorms, etc.

Then ask follow-up questions. Then again repeat. ☺

 Join two clubs: One which is outside of your normal interests, and a second

one that truly sounds interesting.

 Volunteer with the GSA, SA, in your College, in your academic department, or with a volunteer organization. Ask

more in the OISS.

 Ask people you don’t know to join you for a short coffee break just to chat.
 Focus on relationship-building beyond just academics and research-related activities.
 Express appreciation for, and to, those who helped you get where you are.
 Learn from your mistakes. We all make them, but what you learn from them is what really matters (see back page of

the newsletter).

 Help someone else succeed.
 Learn about the foundational assumptions of your new culture, or of a friend from another culture.
 Don’t ever give up!

In sum, your technical skills can land you a job, but the soft skills can help keep you there! ☺
Have a great fall!
RICE W
Adria L. Baker, EdD, Executive Dir ector , OISS
Associate Vice Provost for International Education
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Regulatory Resources and Updates
Academic Requirements for Being on an F-1 or J-1 Visa
By Jenny Brydon
You must be in full-time status (at least 9 cr edits for gr aduate students, 12 cr edits for under gr aduate students).
Your I-20/DS-2019 should be up-to-date including but not limited to: cor r ect progr am end date, major , funding,
practical training approvals, etc. It is important that you review this document. You will most likely have multiple copies
during your tenure as a student. Use the most current version, but keep all previous versions in a safe place. You may need to
provide them in the future.
The end date on your I-20/DS-2019 shows the date you are expected to end your academic program and
graduate.

If you do not graduate by the end date, you will need to apply for an extension prior to your
completion date on your I-20/DS-2019. OISS Processing time for extensions: 1 month. (There is a form
for this!)

If you graduate prior to the end date on the I-20/DS-2019, notify the OISS at least 2 weeks prior to
your actual program end date.
If you complete your program prior to the end date on your I-20, your I-20 will be shortened. Students cannot continue
to take classes once they have completed their degree.

Check out our “Important Immigration Updates” website, including
“Current Hot Topics” at oiss.rice.edu/immigrationupdates
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Regulatory Resources and Updates

Infographics by Scott Pett
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Regulatory Resources and Updates
Applying for OPT: The BIGGEST Pitfalls
By Irena Aleksic
As you probably already know, there are a whole lot of “don’ts” when it comes to immigration – shocker! The same goes for
when you are applying for benefits from US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), such as Optional Practical Training
(OPT) work authorization. You will want to steer away from the biggest pitfalls when applying for OPT in order to ensure a
smooth, accurate and quick(er) transition into employment after graduation. If you are in your final year of studies at Rice, then
this is for you.
 Planning to travel internationally – plan
Biggest OPT Pitfalls:
to stay put for about 3-5 months after
 Waiting until it is too late – discuss your mailing your OPT application. You
graduation timeline with your advisor at should avoid international travel until
the beginning of your final semester (or your receive your OPT EAD work permit
earlier). You will want to apply for OPT card from USCIS which, again, can take
about 3 months before the end of your about 3-5 months.
final semester. The government typically
takes 3+ months to process these  Applying when you’re not sure if you’re
graduating – this is super bad. Once the
applications.
USCIS receives your application, you can
 Waiting to get a job offer – a job offer is assume that it is set in stone and cannot
not required in order to apply. You can be changed. If you are not confident that
Chavez, Nick.
even choose an OPT start date up to 60 you will graduate on time, then it may be
days post-graduation to give you time to best for you to wait to apply for OPT until
you are.
look for a job.
 Believing you MUST have a job to start
OPT – you don’t. While, ideally, you
want to have a job start date that matches
your OPT start date, it is not a
requirement. Even if your job starts a
little after your OPT does, you remain
compliant. You are allotted up to 90 days
of unemployment during the 1 year of
OPT work authorization.

Your OISS team has compiled helpful
tutorials, guides, and resources on OPT
and other employment authorizations,
available at https://oiss.rice.edu/
studentwork and https://oiss.rice.edu/opt.
Still have questions or looking for
additional guidance? You are welcome to
schedule an appointment with an OISS
advisor by calling 713-348-6095 or
sending an email to OISS@rice.edu.

Optional Practical Training (OPT) and STEM Extension
Reporting Requirements
By Agnes Vajtai
While students oftentimes take optional practical training (OPT) for granted, it is a privilege given by the government to gain
practical experience in your field of study. Those students authorized to work via this program (OPT and STEM extension) need to
provide and update their personal and employment information regularly, and submit periodic status reports and self-evaluations.
Here is a quick reminder for staying compliant:
STEM OPT reporting checklist
OPT reporting checklist
Send OISS a copy of your STEM OPT EAD as soon as you receive it
Send OISS a copy of your OPT EAD as
soon as you receive it
Submit your data validation report electronically every 6 month (6, 12, 18 and 24
months after your STEM OPT start date)
Activate your SEVP student portal
Submit your student’s self-evaluation at the 12 month mark of your STEM
Update your SEVP student portal with your
extension
employment information
Submit your final student’s self-evaluation at the 24 month mark of your STEM
Update your SEVP student portal with any
extension
changes to your employment, personal and
local address information
Submit your final student’s self-evaluation each time your employment ends
Notify OISS of any changes to your status
and permanent departure of the US
More information on OPT reporting
requirements:
https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/opt-studentreporting-requirements
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Submit a new Form I-983 from new employer if changing a job
Notify OISS of any changes to your status and permanent departure of the US
Update your SEVP student portal with any changes to your personal and local
More information on STEM OPT reporting requirements:
https://studyinthestates.dhs.gov/students-stem-opt-reporting-requirements
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Helpful Resources for Rice Internationals
Top 3 tips for Social Security Number application!
Apply as early as possible!
You want to apply for your SSN as soon as you become eligible, because you are
only eligible for as long as you are employed. If your summer internship ends before
you get the SSN, you will no longer be eligible to receive one, which can cause a lot
of problems with tax filing, etc. F-1 students become eligible as early as 30 days
before the start date of their employment.
Make sure you qualify!
Typically the Social Security Administration (SSA) needs to see evidence that you have a job, and evidence that
you have valid work authorization to do the job. In addition, the documents verifying your job and
authorization should be recent, definitely no older than one month.
Make sure your documentation matches!
If your immigration documents (e.g. I-20/DS-2019, passport, visa & I-94) spell your name differently from one
another, you may want to try to get your documents updated/corrected. Any discrepancy in the spelling of your
name can cause delays in your SSN processing, and having the wrong spelling on your social security card could
cause problems for several years to come.
For more information, please see oiss.rice.edu/ssn!

Top 3 tips for Texas Driver License application!
Be careful with times of transition!
If you transfer between programs or schools, you will typically not be able to
apply for a driver license between finishing your previous program and
starting your new one. It is also typically very difficult or impossible to renew a
license when you have something pending with USCIS (e.g. STEM extension,
H-1B, etc.).
You have to provide your own vehicle for the road test!
The car you use must have unexpired vehicle registration and inspection, and unexpired insurance. If the
car is not your own, you cannot be listed as “excluded driver” on insurance. Unfortunately Zipcars can no
longer be used for DPS road tests, but rental cars are still accepted, as long as the registration, inspection
and insurance requirements are met.
Eligible for renewal for up to two years after license expiration!
Texas DPS considers your driver license application to be a renewal as long as your previous Texas driver
license has not been expired for more than 2 years. Applying for a renewal instead of an initial license
means you won’t have to re-take any of the tests! Unfortunately an expired out-of-state license does not
waive the tests, even if it expired only recently.
For more information, please see oiss.rice.edu/driving and oiss.rice.edu/DPS-FAQ!
Volume 35 Issue I, Fall 2019
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How do You Get a Social Security Number?
1.You have to get a job that is paid by a U.S. employer.
2.There are different processes if the job is paid by Rice OR
another employer. See below for more directions.
3.Go to a Social Security office with the correct
documentation.
4.If approved, make sure to go to the Human Resources
Department of your employer so they are able to update.
What if I am a Rice student on an F-1 or J-1 student visa
and paid by Rice University?
To be eligible for an SSN, F-1 and J-1 students must meet all
the following requirements:
1.Student is currently enrolled full-time, or is approved for
part-time enrollment.
2.Student has checked in with OISS and has been registered
in SEVIS at least 10 days prior (for questions regarding
SEVIS registration, please contact OISS).
3.Student has secured on-campus employment (Please note
that fellowships are not considered employment.).
4.The on-campus job start date is no more than 30 days into
the future.
For more information, please see the handout Social Security
Number Procedures for F-1 and J-1 Students.
If all requirements have been met, please follow these
procedures:
1.Request on-campus employment supervisor to complete
the Employment Verification Form. Please note that the
form must be typed by the employer and printed for an
original signature.
2.Once completed, bring the form to OISS to request a SSN
Letter of Support, which will verify that you are authorized
for this employment.
3.F-1 students: Complete a Statement of Under standing
for F-1 Student On-Campus Employment and give it to
OISS together with the completed "Employment
Verification Form".
4.J-1 students: All on-campus employment for J-1 students
must be authorized by OISS in SEVIS before you begin
work! Please see the J-1 Student On-Campus Employment
Authorization Form for more information.
I still have more questions, where can I get additional
information?
Go to: https://oiss.rice.edu/ssn and you if still have
additional questions, you can call OISS and we will guide
you on next steps.
If I get a job in the U.S., am I going to have to pay taxes?
Maybe. But you definitely have to file tax forms. For more
information on taxes, see: https://oiss.rice.edu/tax

What do I do if I am an F-1 or J-1 student and I get a job
not paid by Rice University?
To be eligible for an SSN, F-1 and J-1 students must meet all the
following requirements:
1.Student is currently enrolled full-time, or is approved for parttime enrollment.
2.Student has checked in with OISS and has been registered in
SEVIS at least 10 days prior (for questions regarding SEVIS
registration, please contact OISS).
3.Student has secured authorization for off-campus employment
(i.e. CPT / Academic Training). For more information, please
see our Student Employment webpage.
4.The CPT or Academic Training start date is no more than 30
days into the future.
What if I am a J-1 scholar, what do I do?
J-1 scholars are eligible to apply for an SSN 10 days after they
have completed the check-in appointment with OISS.
What if I am on another type of visa?
If you have a valid EAD card issued by USCIS, you are
automatically eligible to apply for a Social Security Number.
Otherwise eligibility depends on visa type and other
circumstances. Not every student is eligible for an SSN. If you
have questions about your eligibility, please contact OISS.
Ok, I am ready to go to Social Security, what do I bring?
 I-20/DS-2019
 Passport
 Most recent I-94
 On-Campus Verification Form and OISS Support letter OR
employment letter & I-20/DS-2019 that has CPT/AT
authorization
Where is the Social Security Office?
To apply for the Social Security Number, you must visit a Social
Security Office in person with all the required documents. You
are welcome to visit any location. Maps to the SSA office
closest to Rice campus are available in OISS (or online at
oiss.rice.edu/ssn), or you may look up other SSA offices at
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/locator.
After applying, you will receive your Social Security Card in the
mail typically within 2 - 3 weeks. Please note that while you
may begin employment prior to receiving the Social Security
Number, you must update the Payroll office of your employer
with that information upon receiving your SSN card.
You remain eligible for the Social Security Number only as long
as your employment continues, so we recommend that you
apply as early as possible. Keep your Social Security Card in a
safe place with your personal records, don't carry it with you
unless you need to provide it for a specific and legitimate
purpose. The SSN that is issued for you will be your Social
Security Number for the duration of your lifetime, even if you
leave the U.S. and return several years later on a new visa status.

For more information, please see the Social Security Administration website at https://www.ssa.gov/
Volume 35 Issue I, Fall 2019
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Cultural Opportunities
New Owlets on Campus
by Agnes Vajtai
For us, these past couple of months have been like when a is family expecting
a child. While anxiously waiting for the big moment, the family carefully
plans and prepare for the baby’s arrival. We too have been tirelessly planning
for your arrivals, preparing information and working on your immigration
documents throughout the summer. We curiously looked at statistical reports
to learn where you were coming from, read your essays and stories to get to
know you better, and imagined how Rice’s new international student
population will look like.
And just like the parents of a newborn who are so eager to introduce him or
her to the world and teach him everything, we could not wait to introduce you
to each other, approximately 580 new international students who will be your closest friends for the next 2-5 years, to show you
what a wonderful place Rice is, and to be able to explore everything together that Houston
offers.
Now that you have finally arrived and we get to meet you in person we are so excited to
welcome you, not only to Rice’s academic and scientific world, but also to its International
community. Rice is really diverse as 25% of our students come from abroad. You will see
students from all over the world including Asia, where the largest group comes from, but also
from Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa. Chances are that you’ll see
professors, not only students, from your home country. We are also very much look forward
to learning everything about you and your home culture...and build an even stronger
community together.
We also need to take care of business in the first few days, and there will also be rules and
expectations along the way, but just like those caring parents who want nothing but the best
for their child, we’ll be here to support and help you navigate through the social and cultural
differences, academic expectations and most importantly immigration regulations.
Welcome to the US, welcome to Houston, and welcome to Rice, which is truly a remarkable
place, and we hope you’ll like it here.
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Cultural Opportunities
OISS English Classes - Connections and Lifelong Friendships
By Andy Meretoja
In 2010 Gigi Gao had just started her visit at Rice University as a J-1 scholar while working on her PhD back in China, and
Kyle Xu was a freshman. Almost 10 years later, Gigi was back at OISS for her immigration check-in, as she was getting ready
to re-join Rice as a Research Scientist. Kyle was back at Rice too, visiting from Georgia Tech, where he is finishing his PhD
and stopping by OISS to say “hi” to old friends. What he couldn’t predict was just how many old friends he would meet that
day!
In an amazing coincidence we learned that Gigi and Kyle knew each
other from nearly 10 years ago, when they both attended one of the free
English and Culture Classes offered by OISS. Back then they were both
new to Rice and to the U.S., and decided that taking one of the English
Classes would be a great way to meet new people, practice English, and
get used to the American culture.
Gigi even had a picture of them
together with the rest of the class!

Gigi and Kyle with Andy & Adria
from OISS, reunited in 2019.
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To celebrate this unexpected but
absolutely wonderful reunion, we
just had to take a new picture! For
Gigi and Kyle with their English class group in 2010, the
the OISS staff, it was amazing to
first year at Rice for both of them!
see these two people reconnecting
and reminiscing about their
experience with the English class. We have always believed that these classes that we
offer are just as much about hospitality and meeting new people as they are about
practicing and learning English, so discovering this friendship from almost 10 years ago
absolutely made our day! And although the reunion took place on April 1 st, this was no
April Fool’s joke, even if you had to be there to believe it!
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More Resources for Rice Internationals
Sustainable Transportation Options at Rice
by Lisa Lin
New and improved transportation options available throughout the city make car-free living more possible than ever before. In
addition to the Rice Shuttle System, here are some ways to get to the places you want to go without the hassle of owning a
personal vehicle.

Public Transit
The Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County, or METRO, is the regional public transportation agency that operates bus,
light rail, bus rapid transit, and paratransit services. Undergraduate students can get a free METRO Q Fare Card for rides on all
METRORail and bus services. Graduate students get a $250 METRO Q Fare Card for $55 and only pay for half prices fares. Go
to the Cashier’s office in the Allen Center to obtain your Q card. With multiple light rail and bus stops close to campus, this is a
great way to explore the city.

Long-distance Bus Travel
If you’re looking to travel out of town, check out Megabus, Greyhound, or the Vonlane. The newest service provider in Houston
is FlixBus, which offers a carbon offset option when you buy your ticket. Consider these providers for trips to Austin, Dallas/
Fort Worth, San Antonio, or New Orleans. Many of them have free Wi-Fi and power outlets, and their pick-up and drop-off
locations are conveniently in Midtown and Downtown, which is a quick light rail ride away from campus.

Car Sharing
Zipcar is a car sharing program, much like a car rental service but more convenient. With multiple locations and vehicles on
campus, Zipcar is perfect for running errands or a weekend day trip. Reserve a vehicle by the hour or day through the mobile
app and only pay for the time you use it. International driver’s licenses are acceptable.

Ride Sharing
SuperShuttle is a shared-ride service that can take you to Bush Intercontinental Airport or Hobby Airport. Use discount code
OWLS1 to receive 10% off rides. Bookings can be made on the mobile app.

Biking
Rice University earned its bronze level Bicycle Friendly University designation from the League of American Bicyclists in
2017. Many find biking around campus an easy and fun way to get to where you are going.
Houston BCycle is a bike share program perfect for short trips across campus, to Rice Village, or to Hermann Park. There are 8
stations across Rice University, and you can get unlimited rides for $60 per year. Your membership also gives you access to the
larger network of 90+ B-stations and 630+ bikes across the city.
Once you’re ready for a longer term rental, consider Rice Bikes, the on-campus student-run business located in Housing &
Dining’s garage. They also offer bikes for sale, bike repair, and accessories.
With the stress of traffic congestion, ongoing insurance and maintenance costs, and increased parking fees, being car-free might
yield to a more carefree way of living in Houston. For more information, contact Lisa Lin at lisa.lin@rice.edu.
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More Resources for Rice Internationals
Sustainability at Rice
by Jordan Metz, Graduate Student Association (GSA)
Sustainability at Rice is easy! It’s a part of your everyday living. Rice’s diverse campus brings together people from all over
the world, and we know that sustainability practices and cultures are different in each place. So here are some quick tips
about sustainability here at Rice that will help you assimilate to the Rice culture and help the Earth:
 Recycling at Rice is single stream. Every recycling bin on campus takes all recycling (paper, cardboard, metal, glass,
most plastics). You CANNOT recycle plastic bags, plastic #6, styrofoam, pizza boxes, or anything contaminated with food. If
you’re eating out of a recyclable container, wash it first then recycle it! Check out this graphic for a visual.
 Grocery shopping: bring a few canvas reusable bags when you go shopping. Reusing bags cuts down on plastic bag use
and waste. Keep reusable bags in your car (if you have one) so you don’t forget.
 You don’t need a car in Houston! Rice shuttles, public transit, and biking are a few great options. Rice students get a
very cheap public transit card, and hundreds of grad students bike to and from campus. Rice also has easy access to Zipcar
(rent a car by the hour). Check out the GSA website for more info. Save money and the planet!
 Bring your own reusable water bottle and tea/coffee thermos to campus! This saves money (plastic water bottles are
expensive, a water fountain is free) and helps the environment. Rice Coffeehouse, a very popular spot in the student center,
gives discounts if you bring your own container.
 (Graduate students only) Bring your own glass to Valhalla! As long as it’s a clear, transparent container, you can get
some beverages at Valhalla or at GSA events without creating waste! If you do get one of the plastic cups, reuse it for your
drinks for the duration of your time at the bar/event.

Fulbright Students and Scholars from around Houston
and surrounding area — luncheon and campus tour.
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Working at Rice Has Opened My Mind
by Maria Corcuera
Dr. Liang Wang is an Associate Professor at
Shanghai University and a Research Scholar in
the Department of Materials Science and
NanoEngineering at Rice University, where he is
collaborating with professor Ajayan. In his
research, Dr. Wang investigates the optical and
electrochemical properties of Nanocarbon
materials. According to Dr. Wang, “Carbon
materials are fascinating materials and have
practical applications in many fields, such as
environmental wastewater treatment. They can be
used as an adsorbent to remove pollution in
water.”
Success takes sacrifice. Dr. Wang came to the US
without his family so he could put all his attention
on his research. His wife and 7-year old daughter
stayed in Shanghai. Mrs. Wang is an engineer,
who calculates the mechanical performance of
buildings, and his daughter attends primary school, enjoys drawing, dancing and doing handcrafts. “Back in
Shanghai, I like to stay in my office, reading the latest journal articles. I also like to think about new ideas, to
do experiments with my students, and to discuss the results with them. My hobbies are running, playing
badminton, cooking for my family at home and listening to pop music. My favorite song is ‘Hoi Fut Tin Hung’
sung by a famous Chinese band named Beyond.”
Dr. Wang has chosen to do his research at Rice because of its pioneer research in nanotechnology, its
contributions to material science, and the discovery of the Fullerene by professors Robert Curl and Richard
Smalley. “Rice University is known as the
birthplace of carbon material, and professor
Ajayan is a famous scientist in materials.”
Besides the satisfaction that Dr. Wang gets from
his research, he also experiences a feeling of
gratitude for being at Rice. “The campus of Rice
University is very beautiful. I think it can be a
tourist attraction. Places like Fondren Library,
Lovett Hall, and the Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory building are amazing. When I walk
past them every morning, I always feel awed and
excited to begin another new day.”
For Dr. Wang, doing research at Rice comes with
a bonus of working with such enthusiastic people.
“Our group is an international group, made up of
students and researchers who come from more
than ten different countries. We work together really well as a team and help each other in our personal life like
a family. For example, transportation and shopping in Houston are not easy if you don’t have a car. When I
want to go to the supermarket or to China Town to buy daily necessities and food, my friends are always happy
to offer a ride to me. This is very helpful.”
“Working at Rice University has opened my mind and helped to improve my English.”
Volume 35 Issue I, Fall 2019
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Perspectives From A Rice International Student
by Niky Bao (Given as a speech at the OISS Appreciation Luncheon, April 2019)
Hi I’m Niky. Today I’ll be speaking on behalf of undergraduate international students here at Rice.

Grab a cup of
coffee and
enjoy!

I feel like if you ask international students what’s hard for them, they probably can’t give you an answer right away… because
there are too many.
The first time I felt strongly that I’m international, that I’m foreign to this environment, was when I joined the women’s flag
football team here at Rice. I was the only international student on the team, and I had no idea how to play football at all. I still
remember that when I played the D-Line, I thought my job was to block the O-Line from the other team. So…, for half a season, I tried my best
to block the O-Line in the games. When I saw so many girls much bigger than me so easily blocked by me, I was just surprised how natural
football came to me, until, one day, I realized it was the other way around. The O-Lines were supposed to block me, and I was supposed to get
around them to pull the flag off of the quarterback. Well, that kind of explains why I was “so good.”
It’s funny because in that month, when I was playing the opposite role, my coaches kept telling me “Good Job!” on the field. They thought I
tried my best and knew exactly what a D-Line was supposed to do, when I really didn’t. I thought I knew.
My family couldn’t help me in that situation, although they’ve always been super supportive. Football is just not a big thing in my country. I
feel like if an American student were to face the same situation, she’d probably be able to tell her dad about her performance, or even just her
friends back home, they’d be able to tell her what’s going on, laugh it out, and help her get on the right track. On the other hand, I had to figure
it all out by myself through observation and trial-and-error.
From this experience, I learned that being an international student is a very subtle feeling. A lot of the times, it’s not that any particular event
upsets you. And it doesn’t even have to be a bad feeling. It’s just a weird feeling that comes from time to time that reminds you that you are
simply different.
The things that everyone else knows, we may not know, even if it’s just an ice cream brand, or a restaurant name. Our families love us and try
their best to do so, but they don’t always know what we’re going through. Our friends here are great. But because they are still in their country,
living a life that is somewhat familiar, they don’t always see things as we do.
When small things like those accumulate, as international students, we sometimes feel that we are not normal here. Or in other words, we have
to work hard to be normal. To make life work, we need to explain things here to our family, and we have to explain things back home to our
friends here.
Many simple things that American students take for granted here, that we take for granted at home, become not so simple for us here, and it
makes us feel not so normal as who we are. Just to give you more examples: Language, a very basic thing, starts to take efforts when we come
here. Back home, we don’t mind speaking things with totally wrong grammar but would somehow make sense, but here we start to become
careful. Back home, we don’t mind asking people to repeat what they say, even if it takes 10 times, but here we start to become careful. Back
home, we don’t mind making random jokes that are just not funny sometimes, but here we start to become careful. We start to rehearse
ourselves, think about what we’re going to say, even try to see what kind of results it’d bring. Would it make sense? Would it be funny?
Questions like those occasionally take away our confidence, our sense of humor, or in some sense, part of us.
And I know exactly why we feel like that, why we start to be careful. We know for sure that the people who love us unconditionally, who will
support us no matter what, are 15 hours away and even more. It takes some of my friends 2 days to go back home. Phone plans, health
insurances, tax returns, we are on our own. More importantly, mentally we have to be on our own sometimes, as well. Our families are in a
different culture that doesn’t always cover the same circumstances, so they can’t always protect us even if they want to. And it’s okay. We just
feel like we are not so normal in this society. Some things just don’t come quite naturally, which is not exactly a bad feeling. It teaches me to be
mature, responsible and independent.
I guess the worst thing ever is that we often lose our jokes. Some people told me that they were the funniest people ever back in their countries,
and it was so easy for them to make friends. But jokes are usually developed in a special cultural context with people in a very similar
background, so often they can’t be transferred to another culture. And here we are. The funny people are not funny anymore. If they want to be
again, they just need to learn humor in this new culture. Learn humor? Did you hear that? All those things are things that we don’t expect to
make efforts for in college, and no one would expect such thing, but they are actually a thing for international students.
The language, no matter how good I’m at English, when I misheard someone, I would doubt myself a little, whereas in my own country, I
honestly wouldn’t doubt my language skills at all no matter how many times I asked other people to repeat what they’re saying. For health, we
don’t have health insurances that are included in our parents’ plans, or have our parents here to take us to the doctors, so we buy the cheapest
insurance plan and worry about getting sick here. As for work, there’s a feeling that we can never go low, there’s no low to go. We can’t even
work at a grocery store, because the jobs wouldn’t sponsor us, and we need work authorization that usually only very good companies can offer.
Even the music we listen to becomes somewhat non-normal. I remember a very nice O-week adviser once came to ask me if she should listen to
some Chinese songs to prepare for her incoming freshman from China, because he said he liked music. It was very nice of her to ask, but it
shows that even simple things start to take efforts, from both sides.
But it’s when we know that we have a community like you to support us full heartedly that we learn how to be children again, to not care too
much about making some mistakes, to get closer to being normal here. So thank you. I sincerely thank you for supporting all international
students, to remind us that we have someone behind us if we fall down, to reassure us that we also belong, to signal us that it’s okay to not
always be supermen. So thank you, thank you for everything that you did for us.
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A Dozen Quotes on Failure: A Key Component for Success
“I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300 games.
Twenty-six times I’ve been trusted to take the game winning shot and missed.
I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed.”
- Michael Jordan, deemed to be best NBA basketball players in history -

“I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.”
- Thomas Edison, U.S. inventor (considered greatest), businessman -

“Failure is simply the oppor tunity to begin again, only this time mor e intelligently.”
- Henry Ford, U.S. business magnate, responsible for the famous “assembly line” process -

“A failure is not always a mistake. It may simply be the best one we can do under
the circumstances. The real mistake is to stop trying.”
- B. F. Skinner, U.S. psychologist, behaviorist, author, inventor, social philosopher -

“My great concern is not if you have failed, but whether you are content with your failure.”
– Abraham Lincoln, U.S. 16th president, statesman, lawyer -

“Without failure there is no achievement.”

- John C. Maxwell – U.S. author, speaker, pastor -

“Failure means a str ipping away of the inessential.”

– J.K. Rowling, British novelist, screenwriter, producer, philanthropist -

“Once you start working on something, don’t be afraid of failure, and don’t abandon it.
People who work sincerely are the happiest.”
– Chanakya, 4th Century BC ancient Indian teacher, economist, philosopher, royal advisor -

“It is fine to celebrate success, but it is more important to heed the lessons of failure.”
-Bill Gates, U.S. business entrepreneur, investor, author, philanthropist, humanitarian -

“Failure is another stepping stone to success.”

-Oprah Winfrey, U.S. media executive, actress, talk show host, philanthropist. -

“My dad encouraged us to fail. Growing up he would ask us what we failed at that week.
If we didn’t have something, he would be disappointed. It changed my mindset
at an early age that failure is not the outcome, failure is not trying. Don’t be afraid to fail. “
- Sara Blakely, a US billionaire businesswoman, named Time 100 most influential people in the world. -

“The only real failure in life is one not learned from.”
- Anthony J. D’Angelo, U.S. author -
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